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- Free worksheets to give your students practice identifying personification. Locate the object or
idea being personified & explain.Personification worksheets for 4th grade, 5th grade, middle
school and high school.Personification Worksheet
Name_________________________________ Directions: Underline the idea, object, or animal
being personified and circle what . Personification Worksheet Lessons Personification with
Animals, Concepts, and Objects Circle the object, concept, or animal being personified (Grades
3-4)A 2-page personification story for 2nd, 3rd or 4th grade. This is a "day in the life" sample
story about an electric pencil sharpener's daily experiences in.This 10-question worksheet asks
students to analyze how personification is used throughout the Emily Dickinson poem "The Sky
is Low". This brief two-stanza . Learn all about the practice of personification in writing, then try
it your hand at it by bringing life to some silly characters in this writing worksheet.There is also a
higher and very weak sheet too. Just search for them.Using Personification. Personification is
a figurative element that attributes human thoughts, actions, characteristics or emotions to
something that is not human.Personification is a figurative element that attributes human
thoughts, actions,. Identify and explain the meaning of the personification in the sentences
below.. Looking for personification examples? Here is FIFTY high-quality examples of
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8 – Similes, Metaphors, and Personification 52 A. Below are sentences that contain similes and
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About this Worksheet: So, what is personification anyway? Recognizing personification and
explaining it are two different things. In this worksheet your student will. Title: Using
Personification | Worksheets for Reading and Writing Author: http://www.k12reader.com
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Personification Worksheets - Free worksheets to give your students practice identifying
personification. Locate the object or idea being personified & explain.Personification
worksheets for 4th grade, 5th grade, middle school and high school.Personification
Worksheet Name_________________________________ Directions: Underline the idea,
object, or animal being personified and circle what . Personification Worksheet Lessons
Personification with Animals, Concepts, and Objects Circle the object, concept, or animal being
personified (Grades 3-4)A 2-page personification story for 2nd, 3rd or 4th grade. This is a "day
in the life" sample story about an electric pencil sharpener's daily experiences in.This 10question worksheet asks students to analyze how personification is used throughout the Emily
Dickinson poem "The Sky is Low". This brief two-stanza . Learn all about the practice of
personification in writing, then try it your hand at it by bringing life to some silly characters in this
writing worksheet.There is also a higher and very weak sheet too. Just search for them.Using
Personification. Personification is a figurative element that attributes human thoughts, actions,
characteristics or emotions to something that is not human.Personification is a figurative
element that attributes human thoughts, actions,. Identify and explain the meaning of the
personification in the sentences below.
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Search Results for personification - All Grades. 349 questions match "personification". Refine
Your Search 1 category matches your. ©2008 abcteach.com PERSONIFICATION is giving
human qualities to something that is not human You can personify objects: The lights blinked in
the distance. Level 5, Lesson 8 – Similes, Metaphors, and Personification 52 A. Below are
sentences that contain similes and metaphors. Underline the two words in
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personification. Locate the object or idea being personified & explain.
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Free, printable Personification worksheets to help teach your students about figurative
language. Print and use in class or at home. Visit Today! Name: _____ Personification Read
each sentence. First, tell what object is given human qualities. Then, tell what the sentence
means.
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Personification Worksheets - Free worksheets to give your students practice identifying
personification. Locate the object or idea being personified & explain.Personification
worksheets for 4th grade, 5th grade, middle school and high school.Personification
Worksheet Name_________________________________ Directions: Underline the idea,
object, or animal being personified and circle what . Personification Worksheet Lessons
Personification with Animals, Concepts, and Objects Circle the object, concept, or animal being
personified (Grades 3-4)A 2-page personification story for 2nd, 3rd or 4th grade. This is a "day
in the life" sample story about an electric pencil sharpener's daily experiences in.This 10-

question worksheet asks students to analyze how personification is used throughout the Emily
Dickinson poem "The Sky is Low". This brief two-stanza . Learn all about the practice of
personification in writing, then try it your hand at it by bringing life to some silly characters in this
writing worksheet.There is also a higher and very weak sheet too. Just search for them.Using
Personification. Personification is a figurative element that attributes human thoughts, actions,
characteristics or emotions to something that is not human.Personification is a figurative
element that attributes human thoughts, actions,. Identify and explain the meaning of the
personification in the sentences below.
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Free, printable Personification worksheets to help teach your students about figurative
language. Print and use in class or at home. Visit Today!
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Personification Worksheets - Free worksheets to give your students practice identifying
personification. Locate the object or idea being personified & explain.Personification
worksheets for 4th grade, 5th grade, middle school and high school.Personification
Worksheet Name_________________________________ Directions: Underline the idea,
object, or animal being personified and circle what . Personification Worksheet Lessons
Personification with Animals, Concepts, and Objects Circle the object, concept, or animal being
personified (Grades 3-4)A 2-page personification story for 2nd, 3rd or 4th grade. This is a "day
in the life" sample story about an electric pencil sharpener's daily experiences in.This 10question worksheet asks students to analyze how personification is used throughout the Emily
Dickinson poem "The Sky is Low". This brief two-stanza . Learn all about the practice of
personification in writing, then try it your hand at it by bringing life to some silly characters in this
writing worksheet.There is also a higher and very weak sheet too. Just search for them.Using
Personification. Personification is a figurative element that attributes human thoughts, actions,
characteristics or emotions to something that is not human.Personification is a figurative
element that attributes human thoughts, actions,. Identify and explain the meaning of the
personification in the sentences below.
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Personification Worksheets - Free worksheets to give your students practice identifying
personification. Locate the object or idea being personified & explain.Personification
worksheets for 4th grade, 5th grade, middle school and high school.Personification
Worksheet Name_________________________________ Directions: Underline the idea,
object, or animal being personified and circle what . Personification Worksheet Lessons
Personification with Animals, Concepts, and Objects Circle the object, concept, or animal being
personified (Grades 3-4)A 2-page personification story for 2nd, 3rd or 4th grade. This is a "day
in the life" sample story about an electric pencil sharpener's daily experiences in.This 10question worksheet asks students to analyze how personification is used throughout the Emily
Dickinson poem "The Sky is Low". This brief two-stanza . Learn all about the practice of
personification in writing, then try it your hand at it by bringing life to some silly characters in this
writing worksheet.There is also a higher and very weak sheet too. Just search for them.Using
Personification. Personification is a figurative element that attributes human thoughts, actions,
characteristics or emotions to something that is not human.Personification is a figurative
element that attributes human thoughts, actions,. Identify and explain the meaning of the
personification in the sentences below.
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